APPENDIX 3 – TRAIL CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
Nerang National Park QLD

CLIENT: Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service
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Nerang National Park Mountain Bike Trail Audit Report – Trail Construction Specifications

1 Construction Methodology
1.1.1 Final Trail Design
A suitably qualified trail professional would complete all final design works, ensuring that the proposed alignment minimises environmental
impacts and meets the requirements of the project. The final trail alignment would be flagged with surveying tape and pin flags at
approximately 3-5 metre intervals.
1.1.2 Final alignment inspection
Upon completion of the final alignment, the alignment would be inspected by suitably qualified trail professional or relating environmental
consultant to ensure all environmental impacts are minimised. The final alignment inspection would include checks for any fauna habitats that
may be impacted by construction, in which case alignments will be adjusted as required within the approved corridor.
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2 Vegetation Clearance
All vegetation clearance will occur within the controls outlined separate in a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and any
constraints of the final planning permit conditions for the trail. No trees greater than 200mm diameter at breast height (DBH) will be cleared,
with an aim to not clear any trees greater than 100mm DBH where possible.
Prior to commencement of bench cutting, standing vegetation within the trail tread footprint would be cleared a maximum of 50m ahead of
the construction team. This forward clearing provides a clear picture of ground conditions, allowing for pre-emptive micro-alignment
adjustment to avoid unforeseen ground conditions such as large areas of non-usable bedrock and/or large tree roots. Following standing
vegetation clearance, all grasses, low-lying vegetation and organic matter would be cleared from the trail tread. Decomposing organic
material, including fallen trees would also be removed from the trail tread. Prior to commencement of bench cutting there would be no
remaining vegetation on the trail tread.
Vegetation is to be cleared to approximately 2.0m or more when required to allow for space for excavations (benching, sustainable batter
development, borrow pits and track shaping), improvement of line of site on corners, and to reduce future maintenance of shrub pruning.
Clearance and pruning of shrubs at creek / tributary crossings would be as minimal as possible to allow for construction. When feasible the
track will avoid the fall line of living dangerous trees or hollow-bearing dangerous trees when inspected from ground level. Dangerous trees
or dangerous limbs that pose a risk to users of the track may be felled at the discretion/approval of the land manager.
Low lying vegetation and organic material will be passively dispersed to the low side of the trail tread, beyond the low point of the eventual
bench cut (i.e. no structural component of the trail should rest on vegetation or organic matter). Larger vegetation such as limbs, branches
and shrubs will be removed from the trail tread area, so they are not visible to trail users. Larger vegetation would be passively dispersed
rather than stock piled. Trail verges would where viable be thatched with cleared vegetation or lined with grass sods or organic matter
removed from the trail alignment, with the end result being no bare earth other than the trail tread itself. Dispersal of soil and debris will
avoid smothering live vegetation outside of the trail tread.
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Vegetation and any organic matter will not to be placed in any waterway, low area or area where water flow volumes are likely. The final
result would be a naturalised final trail product with no openly visible cleared vegetation debris.
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3 Bench Cut
Dirt Art intend to complete the majority of bulk trail excavation works with a rubber-tracked mini excavator. Dirt Art generally utilise Kubota
U17-3 excavators as they have proven to be the most reliable, safe and manoeuvrable excavators on the market. The machines would
generally be fitted with a tilt hitch head to allow for optimum trail shaping and edge battering work.
The standard bench cut for all trails will average 1,000mm in width. Most trails will have a functional trail tread of 1,000mm in width, with
some sections up to 3,000mm+ in functional width around switchback corners and where required to incorporate trail features.
A full bench cut is the intended and preferred benching approach, though it is acknowledged that this is not always a viable approach,
particularly in areas containing bed rock and/or tree roots. Partial bench construction may be used in areas where a full bench cut is not
possible/viable, and where required would be supported with a low side stone wall and applicable trail anchors. Partial benched areas
would be extensively excavator compacted using both bucket and track rolling compaction methodologies, with the low edge stabilised with
rock when necessary.
Viable excess soil material will be used to create a three-dimensional trail tread (rollers, berms etc.), with non-viable soil (including humus
and top soil) from the trail bench to be passively dispersed and naturalised. Excess top soil should be utilised on top side batters away from
waterways and to aid with revegetation. Excess vegetation and organic matter should be placed at the low side of the trail bench which can
also assist in arresting sediment movement.
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Full and Half Bench Construction (Images courtesy IMBA)
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Photographic Examples
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4 Borrow Pits
In some sections (e.g. flatter areas) there is the opportunity to dig small borrow pits on the track verges and take gravel and soil from the pit,
then infill the borrow pit with top soil that has been removed from the tread of the track. This borrow pitting approach to construction is also
often referred to as ‘lift and tilt’ construction. This will improve the durability of the trail and will help to reduce erosion. This process will also
minimise (and likely remove) the need to bring any imported gravel or soil into the site. In the event that any imported gravel or soil is
required, only materials from a source approved by the land manager would be utilised. Dirt Art would not implement borrow pitting unless
pre-approved by the principal.
Where borrow pits are used the following controls should be implemented:
-
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Borrow pits are to be infilled and should when feasible be placed below a drain on the low side of the track so that if the pit slumps it
will act as a sediment basin
Borrow pits are to be naturalised after infilling.
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5 Edge Battering
The top-side edge of all trails would be battered to a target maximum gradient of 50-70%, with a preferred slope at the lower end of this
range. This edge battering increases the rideable area of trail tread, while also ensuring the long-term integrity of the trail batter. During
machine construction a tilt head attachment assists greatly with this battering process.
Edge Battering (Image courtesy IMBA)
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6 Rolling Contour Construction
All trails would be built in a rolling contour style, utilising frequent, large/meaningful grade reversals. This style of construction provides a
free-flowing trail experience for mountain bike riders with optimal passive drainage at regular intervals. The rolling contour style of trail
would provide meaningful grade reversals rather than smaller nicks or water bars. Grade reversals will be installed at the entry and exit to
any waterway crossing to reduce the risk of sediment flow into waterways.
Rolling Contour Construction Example

Photographic Examples

Low point
High point
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7 In sloping and Out-sloping
A rolling contour style of construction allows for much of the trail tread to be developed in a subtly in-sloping fashion. In-sloped trails
provide greater rider confidence, improved trail edge stability and increase trail flow. When utilising an in-sloping style of trail, short,
frequent out-sloping areas would be installed at the low points of the trail. Out sloping areas would feature a minimum out-slope of 3-5%
and would provide free draining potential for a minimum of 3000mm below the trail tread.
An in-slope/out-slope rolling contour construction approach dramatically reduces ongoing maintenance demands, by reducing the area of
drainage that needs to be re-profiled through normal wear and tear. Rather than re-profiling long sections of trail to reinstate drainage, only
short sections of low area trail would require maintenance.
In-Sloped and Out-Sloped Trail Diagram (Image courtesy IMBA)
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8 Chokes and Anchors
Chokes and anchors would be used subtly on the outside aspects of trails, particularly on corners where required to corral riders onto the
preferred ride line. Rocks and chokes would not restrict the rider’s ability to safely lean into trail sections and would not be placed where
they are likely to catch pedals or derailleurs. Chokes and anchors would be rock where possible, and where timber is used no sharp edges
should remain that may pose a safety risk to riders.
Chokes and anchors would in the majority of cases not be used to slow/calm the trail, instead grade reversals would be utilised. In Dirt Art’s
experience chokes and anchors used to slow/calm the trail typically result in hard braking and reduced trail flow, increasing trail wear and
associated environmental impacts. Final trail design efforts would attempt were possible to calm trail speeds through effective grade
reversals rather than relying on chokes/anchors to reduce user speeds.
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Trail Anchor Diagram (Image courtesy IMBA)
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9 Drainage
Effective drainage throughout the trail network would be achieved predominantly through the use of a rolling contour style of trail, featuring
frequent grade reversals. Pipes and culverts would be avoided where possible, and Dirt Art do not envisage requiring this style for this
drainage. Any desired/required alternation to this approach would be negotiated with the principal. Topside edge drains (French drains)
would be utilised only where significant water down-flow and/or water seepage is likely.
Sediment run off would be managed in a range of ways, primarily through immediate compaction and through the use of frequent grade
reversals. Silt traps and related measures would installed as required and as per the project scope and/or at the direction of the principal.
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10 Compaction
All trail surfaces would be effectively groomed and compacted both by excavator and by hand during construction. Sections of trail would
be compacted and groomed immediately post excavator construction to minimise the risk of sediment run-off into surrounding bush land
and water courses.
No trail section longer than 200 metres would be left uncompacted at any one time, with this length to be shortened in periods of wet
weather. When complete compaction cannot be achieved at the time of construction due to extended periods of dry weather, the crew will
return and complete compaction after rain brings sufficient moisture to bind the soils.
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11 Rock Armouring
Rock armouring will be installed in areas prone to water flow and/or standing/seeping water, and in areas of high tread wear (i.e. above 20%
gradient). When installing rock armouring larger, flat edge rocks would be used where possible- rock of a ‘toaster to microwave’ size would
be the target rock size. Where smaller rock is prevalent, the beginning and end row of each rock armoured section should be composed of
the largest rocks available, using a flag stone construction approach. Where smaller, flat rocks are prevalent, a ‘pitching’ style of armouring
should be utilised.
Dirt Art envisage utilising stock pile rock resources won from the trail tread in the majority of situations. Where local rock cannot be sourced,
rock from an approved rock supplier would be transported from other areas of the site. In addition to this, the option of simulated or
artificial rock may be worth exploring as a cost-effective means to achieving rock armouring in remote / difficult locations. Unfortunately, the
supplier that created the mock rock used in the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games trails are no longer in operation and a suitable
alternative would need to be sought if this treatment solution was deemed appropriate by the land manager.
When rocks are collected from outside of the track’s immediate tread, the following restrictions will apply for stockpiling and transporting
rocks;
-

Rocks will be transported either by being carried by hand, sling, or wheelbarrow / cart.
Random and varying routes will be used when collecting or searching for rock so as to reduce the risk of impacts by passing over the
same area outside of the track’s corridor

Corrals (typically rock) would be installed where required to ensure that riders remain on the armoured trail surface.
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Rock Armouring Example Image- Hornsby, NSW
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12 Hand grooming
The proposed crew/team structure for this project includes two trail crew/labourers following the excavator. These two staff would work
extensively to groom the trail surface, adjust drainage, shape berms rollers and jumps and to complete rock armouring works as required.
Hand grooming works include but are not limited to; surface shaping, drainage/low area shaping, surface raking, shaping of dirt trail
features, edge battering, rock work, vegetation pruning and naturalisation.
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13 Naturalisation
All completed trail sections would be effectively naturalised. Naturalisation utilises older organic materials to return the trail verges to a
more ‘natural looking’ state. This process would involve the covering of all bare earth other than the trail tread in organic material, using a
thatching technique on battered slopes as required.

Naturalisation Example Image (Blue Mountains, NSW)
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